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A statistical thermodynamic model is developed for chain molecules with simple RNA tertiary
contacts. The model, which accounts for the excluded volume effect and the nonadditivity in the free
energy, enables reliable predictions for the conformational entropy and partition function for simple
tertiary folds. Illustrative applications are made to conformational transitions involving simple
tertiary contacts. The model can predict the interplay between the secondary and the tertiary
interactions in the conformational changes. Though the present form of the theory is tested and
validated in a two-dimensional lattice model, the methodology, which is developed based on a
general graphical representation for chain conformations, is applicable to any off-lattice chain
representations. Moreover, the analytical formulation of the method makes possible the systematic
development of the theory for more complex tertiary structures. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1857831g

I. INTRODUCTION

Biopolymers fold into compact three-dimensional struc-
tures. For ribonucleic acid moleculessRNAsd, we can distin-
guish the structures at the level of secondary and tertiary
structures. Secondary structures consist of a list of intrachain
contacts s=base pairsd such that any two contactssi , jd
si , jd andsk, ld sk, ld are either nestedsi ,k, l , jd or un-
related si , j ,k, ld. According to the intrachain contacts,
we can decompose a secondary structure into relatively in-
dependent secondary structural motifsssubunitsd, such as he-
lices
s=stacked base pairsd and loops. Tertiary structures consist of
intrachain contactssi , jd si , jd and sk, ld sk, ld that are
crossing-linkedsi ,k, j , ld. The tertiary structure describes
how the different parts of the secondary structures are
brought together by the tertiary crossing links to form a com-
pact three-dimensional structure. According to such defini-
tions for the secondary and tertiary structures, probably the
simplest tertiary structure is an RNA pseudoknot, which con-
tains nucleotides in the loop paired with nucleotides external
to the loop.

Different subunits of a RNA secondary structure are not
crossing linked, so they are relatively independent of each
other. As a result, the total free energy can be approximately
computed as an additive sum of the free energy of each
subunit.1–3 Such additivity makes it possible to use the com-
putationally efficient dynamic programming to predict the
native structure and the equilibrium thermodynamics for sec-
ondary structures.4,5 Based on the free energy additivity and
the experimentally measured parameters for individual base
stacks and loops,6–8 several statistical mechanical models
have been developed for RNA secondary structures.5,9–17A

recent model goes beyond the additivity assumption by con-
sidering the excluded volume interferences between neigh-
boring subunits.12–16 The nonadditive model gives the parti-
tion function as a product of the matrix-form partition
function of each component subunit. The model gives good
predictions for the melting curves and the free energy
landscapes.14

Though RNA tertiary interactions, which are formed in
the late stage of folding, are generally weak as compared to
interactions in secondary structures, they play a variety of
crucial structural and functional roles. Despite the extensive
experimental18–28 and computational studies29–32 for the
pseudoknots and tertiary structures, our ability to model
RNA tertiary folding thermodynamics is still very limited.
This is mainly due to two interrelated problems: the lack of
energy parameters and the lack of a statistical mechanical
model. Experimentally, it is hard to obtain the tertiary energy
parameters because the crossing links in the tertiary structure
cause strong correlations between different structural sub-
units, which result in a very convoluted interplay between
the secondary and tertiary interactions and between the dif-
ferent tertiary interactions. We need a model to deconvolute
the experimental results and to extract the thermodynamic
parameters from the experimental measurements.

Due to the interdependence of different structural sub-
units, the conformational entropy and the free energy be-
come nonadditive, i.e., the conformational entropy and the
free energy of the chain are not equal to the sum of the
conformational entropy and the free energy of each indi-
vidual subunit. As a result, the parameters for individual
loops and stacks alone are not sufficient for the prediction of
pseudoknot thermodynamics. We need a model that can ac-
count for the coupling between different structural subunits.
In this paper, we present a statistical mechanical model that
can treat such coupling through simple tertiary contacts. The
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development of such a model would enable us to extract the
thermodynamic parameters from the thermodynamic
experiments.33,34

A major challenge in the prediction of the tertiary and
pseudoknot thermodynamics is how to evaluate the loop en-
tropy. Several attempts have been made to compute the loop
entropy for RNA pseudoknots.29,31,32,35,36For example, a set
of thermodynamic parameters for RNAH-pseudoknots has
been proposed by Gultyaev, Batenburg, and Pleij.31 Used in
structure prediction programs, the parameters can give a bet-
ter approximation then the previous one.30 These models
used the Stockmayer–Jacobson approximation, where the ex-
cluded volumesself-avoidingd effect and the nonadditivity
effect are not explicitly considered. A recent statistical me-
chanical model36 can give accurate prediction for the ther-
modynamics of the canonical pseudoknots with two stems
and two loops. In the present study, we focus on general
conformations with simple tertiary contacts, for example, the
one where two secondary structures are brought into contact
by simple tertiary contacts, so the conformations addressed
in the model include a broader class of tertiary folds. More-
over, the present theory is developed according to the in-
creasing conformational complexity, therefore, it has the po-
tential to be systematically generalized to treat more
complex tertiary folds.

II. POLYMER GRAPH AND PARTITION FUNCTION

Our approach is based on the graphic representation of
intrachain contacts.12,13,16,37A polymer graph consists of ver-
tices for the monomers and straight line links for the cova-
lent bonds connecting the monomers. Monomers in spatial
contactsbase pairs in RNAd are also connected by curved
links. A polymer graph represents an ensemble of chain con-
formations that contain the intrachain contacts specified by
the curved links in the graph. There are three possible rela-
tionships between two contactsscurved linksd: nested, unre-
lated, and crossing linked. Secondary structures involve only
nested and unrelated contacts. In the present study, we focus
on conformations having tertiary interactions, i.e., having
crossing links in the polymer graph.

In terms of the polymer graph, the partition function can
be calculated as a sum over all possible graphs,

QsTd = o
graph

Ve−E/kBT, s1d

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,E is
the energy, andV is the number of viable chain conforma-
tions for the graph. We assume that the intrachain contacts
determine the energyE, as a result, a graph represents an
equal-energy conformational ensemble. A central problem in
the calculation of the partition function and the prediction of
the statistical thermodynamics is the evaluation of the con-
formational countV.

In the present study, we focus on a large class of graphs
sconformationsd that involve simple tertiary contacts,
namely, graphs formed by adding simple curvedstertiaryd
crossing linkssd to an otherwise secondary structure polymer
graph. In the model development, in order to illustrate the

theory, we will systematically add tertiary links so that they
cross one, two, three, and more links in the otherwise non-
crossing links. We compute the conformational entropy for
each graph and the partition functionQsTd for all the pos-
sible secondary structuressnoncrossing contactsd and all the
tertiary structures that can be represented by simple crossing
links. Our theory is based on a graphical representation for
the intrachain contactssbase pairsd, so the general methodol-
ogy does not depend on any specific chain representation.
However, for the purpose of illustration, we use two-
dimensional lattice to represent chain conformations.

III. CONFORMATIONS WITH TWO CROSSING LINKS

We first treat conformations that can be represented by
graphs that contain only two crossing-linked contacts. Such
type of graphs represent a large class of conformations be-
cause the graphs can contain an arbitrary number of nested or
unrelated contacts and so in general can form complex sec-
ondary structures. In the conformational space, the crossing
links provide linkers for the different secondary structures.

A. Basic graphs with two crossing links

We start with the simplest elementary graphs that con-
tain only two contacts, which are crossing linked; see con-
tactss1,id ands j ,N−1d in Fig. 1sad. Our goal in this section
is to develop a theory to count chain conformations for such
a graph. To focus on how the curved links affect the confor-
mational statistics, we neglect the dangling tails, which in-
volve no curved links. We use only single monomersfla-
beled as 0 andN in Figs. 1sad and 1sbdg to account for the
excluded volume interactions between the tails and the

FIG. 1. sad The simplest graph with two crossing links.sbd The crossing-
linked chain conformation consists of two loopsA andB having the com-
mon chain segmentsinterfaced. It can be divided into relatively independent
subunits: enlarged interfacesshown boldd and two free single-stranded seg-
mentssFA and FBd. The number of conformations of segmentFA can be
considered to be a function of its end-end vectorRA, or, as a further approxi-
mation, of interfacial end-end vectorRint. scd andsdd Two orientations of the
enlarged interface on two-dimensional lattice with the given coordinate
axes. The coordinate systems inscd and sdd define the arguments of the
function v fsyint , l int , fd for the numbers of conformations of segmentFA and
FB, respectively.
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linked part of the conformation. The full tails will be added
back in the final partition function calculation to keep the
completeness of the conformational ensemble.

As illustrated in Fig. 1sbd, the whole chain conformation
can be decomposed into two loopsA andB. LoopsA andB
are correlated throughs1d the interface from monomerj to
monomer i, namely, the scommond chain segmentj → i
should have exactly the same conformation in both loops,
and s2d the steric hindrancesthe excluded volume effectd
between the two loops. As a result, the total number of the
chain conformations is usually much smaller then the prod-
uct of the number of conformations of each individualsiso-
latedd loop.

In general, exact calculation for the excluded volume
interactions betweenA and B is not viable. However, since
the excluded volume interferences betweenA and B occur
mainly near the interface, we can focus on the interface,
which is a much simpler and a much more manageable sys-
tem. To account for the excluded volume in the vicinity of
the interface, we define an “enlarged interface” as the system
consisting of the interface and its neighboring monomers.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1sbd, the enlarged interfaceI
consists of monomers 0, 1, 2 andN−2, N−1, N in addition
to the chain segment from monomerj −1 to monomeri +1.
The enlarged interface can approximately account for the
correlations betweenA andB. To describe the conformations
for the other parts of the chain, we define “free loop seg-
ment” FA for chain segment from monomer 2 toj −1 for loop
A and free loop segmentFB for chain segment from mono-
mer i +1 to N−2 for loopB. FA andFB have chain lengths of
fA= j −3 and fB=N− i −3, respectively. For each given con-
formation I of the enlarged interface, we useV fsfA,I d and
V fsfB,I d to denote the number of conformations forFA and
FB for a givenI .

With the separation of the free loop segmentsFA andFB

from the enlarged interfaceI , the computation of the number
of accessible conformationsV for the two-contact graph in
Fig. 1sad becomes tractable, andV can be computed as

V = o
I=1

vI

V fsfA,I d · V fsfB,I d, s2d

whereI =1,2, . . . ,vI denotes the viable conformations of the
enlarged interface,vI is the number of the viable conforma-

tions of the enlarged interface. Figure 2 shows all thevI

=21 conformations for an enlarged interface with a 5-mer
sfour-bondsd interface in a two-dimensional lattice. The num-
ber of the enlarged interface conformationsvI increases ex-
ponentially with the chain length of the interface.

Central to the computation ofV from Eq. s2d is the
calculation ofV fsfA,I d and V fsfB,I d. In the following, in
order to be specific, we useV fsfA,I d to illustrate the meth-
odology. Due to the large number of possibilities forsfA,I d,
it is impractical to have a precomputed table that lists all the
values ofV fsfA,I d for all the possiblesfA,I d’s. However, as
we will show in the following, through successive approxi-
mations, we can transform the calculation forV fsfA,I d into a
much simpler and computationally viable problem.

1. General methodology

First, as shown in Fig. 1sbd for the free loop segmentFA

and the enlarged interfaceI , V fsfA,I d mainly depends on the
enlarged interface conformationI through the positions of
the two ends of the enlarged interfacesi.e., monomers 2 and
j −1d and the excluded volume interactions betweenFA andI
in loop A. Therefore, forV fsfA,I d we can approximately
represent the conformationI of the enlarged interface by the
chain length of the interfacel ints=i − jd and the end-end vec-
tor RA=the vector from monomer 2 to monomers j −1d fsee
Fig. 1sbdg. We note thatRA is also equal to the end-end
vector ofFA. A larger end-end distance corresponds to more
stretched conformations ofI and FA, and gives less acces-
sible conformations, i.e., a smallerV fsfA,I d. Through this
approximation, we can computeV fsfA,I d as a function of
sRA, l int , fAd.

Second, for more complex graphs with multiple crossing
links and multiple interfaces, it is hard to track the confor-
mations for each of the enlarged interfaces. So it would be
much more convenient to use the interfaces rather than the
enlarged interfaces. Therefore, we simplify theRA depen-
dence by theRint dependence, whereRint is the end-end vec-
tor of the interfacefsee Fig. 1sbdg instead of the enlarged
interface. To account for the excluded volume effect, which
is originally represented by the enlarged interface, we ap-
proximate the number of the conformations of the free loop
segmentV fsfA,I d for a given enlarged interface conforma-
tion I by the averageV fsfA,I d over all the possible enlarged

FIG. 2. The viable conformations of the 5-mer inter-
face, numbered from 1 to 21.
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interface conformations that have the same end-end vector of
the interface Rint. The resultant approximate value of
V fsfA,I d would be a function ofRint rather than of the en-
larged interface conformationI .

Third, because no intrachain contact exists for the inter-
face chain segment, its conformation is largely extended. As
an approximation, we assume that the interfacial chain does
not double back. As a result, forRint=sxint ,yintd, wherexint

=xj −xi, yint=yj −yi in Fig. 1sbd, we have

l int = uxintu + uyintu. s3d

The above relation shows that thex andy components ofRint

are not independent of each other for a givenl int. Therefore,
we can further simplify the dependence ofV fsfA,I d on the
vectorRint as the dependence on a singlescalarvariable, say,
yint. Theyint dependence ofV fsfA,I d is much more manage-
able than the originalI dependence because of the much less
possibilities foryint than for I .

For a given vectorRint the actual values of thexint and
yint components depend on the coordinate system. The coor-
dinate system should be defined in such a way that it gives
consistent treatment for loopsA andB. The conformation of
the enlarged interface defines the directionality of the coor-
dinate system. ForV fsfA,I d, we define the coordinate system
by fixing the coordinates of the first three monomers, labeled
as 0, 1, and 2 in Fig. 1scd, to s0,0d, s1,0d, ands1,1d. While for
V fsfB,I d, we use the equivalent monomers, namely, mono-
mersN, N−1, andN−2, to define the coordinate system. The
correspondence between these two sets of monomers be-
comes obvious if we apply a rotational transformation to the
two loops, as shown in Fig. 1sdd. For the enlarge interface
conformation shown in Figs. 1scd and 1sdd, Rint=sxint ,yintd is
equal tos1, 4d for loop A fsee Fig. 1scdg ands4,−1d for loop
B fsee Fig. 1sddg.

Finally, by averaging over all the possible interface chain
conformations that have the sameyint, we can represent
V fsfA,I d as a function of theyint of the interface chain con-
formation instead ofRint. The resultantV fsfA,I d for a given
enlarged interface conformationI is simplified as a function
of yint s5 the y component of the end-end vector of the
interface> that of the free loop chain segmentd, l int s5 the
chain length of the interfaced, andfA s5 the length of the free
loop chain segmentd:

V fsfA,I d . v fsyint,l int, fAd. s4d

For example, for the enlarged interface conformation in Figs.
1scd and 1sdd, l int is equal to 5, andsyint , fAd is equal to
s4, j −3d for loop A and s−1,N− i −4d for loop B. Therefore,
V fsfA,I d.v fs4,5,j −3d; V fsfB,I d.v fs−1,5,N− i −4d.

With Eq. s4d we have

V . o
I

v fsyint
sAd,l int

sAd, fAdv fsyint
sBd,l int

sBd, fBd, s5d

where syint
sAd , l int

sAd , fAd and syint
sBd , l int

sBd , fBd are the respective pa-
rameter sets for a given conformationI of the enlarged in-
terface.

In the limit of very short interface chain segment, i.e., if
the interface is much shorter than the free loop chain seg-
ment, l int! f, where f is the chain length of the free loop

segment,V fsf ,I d would be only weakly dependent on the
enlarged interface conformationI . As a result, we can ne-
glect theyint dependence ofv fsyint , l int , fd and approximate it
by yint independent functionv0sl int , fd:

v fsyint,l int, fd . v0sl int, fd =
Vloop

vl
, s6d

whereVloop is the number of conformations of the loop and
vl is the number of conformations for the part of the en-
larged interface within the loop. For example, in Fig. 1, for
the free loop chain segmentFA from monomer 2 to monomer
j −1, fA= j −3 and l int= i − j . Vloop is for the loop 1→ i →1
and vl is for the chain segmentj −1→ i →1→2, which is
part of the enlarged interface. In terms of thev0sl int , fd func-
tion, for l int! fA, fB, we can computeV in Eq. s5d as

V . vlv0sl int, fAdv0sl int, fBd. s7d

2. Illustrative calculations and tests in two-
dimensional lattice model

We choose a shorts25-merd chain to illustrate the
method. The chain makes two crossing linked contacts, as
specified by the graph in Fig. 3sad. For the given graph, the
length of the interface 8→12 is l int=4, and the lengths of the
free loop segments aref =5 and 9 for 2→7 and 13→22,
respectively.

To compute the number of conformationsV from Eq.
s5d, for each of the 21 enlarged interface conformations of
the 5-mer interface in Fig. 2, we need to know
v fsyint , l int , fd=v fsyint ,4 ,5d and v fsyint ,4 ,9d for the respec-
tive free loop segments. Following the step-by-step proce-
dure presented in the preceding section for the calculation of
v fsyint , l int , fd function, we performed exact computer enu-
meration in a two-dimensional lattice and obtained
v fsyint , l int , fd for all the possible parameter sets for 1ø l int

ø12 and 1ø f ø24. Table I shows the results for smalll int

and f values.
For each conformationI of the enlarged interface in Fig.

2, we determine theyint value of the interface in the coordi-
nate system defined by the positions of monomers 0, 1, 2 for
yint

sAd and by the positions of monomersN, N−1, N−2 for yint
sBd.

Summing over all the 21 conformations gives the number of
chain conformations for the graph

V = o
I

v fsyint
sAd,4,5dv fsyint

sBd,4,9d = 45.12. s8d

The details of calculations are shown in Table II. The exact
value forV obtained from the exact computer enumeration is
49, which is quite close to the estimated result.

In Fig. 3scd, as a test for the method, we compute the
number of conformations for a series of graphs with two
crossing links. We again find good agreement between the
analytical calculation and the exact computer enumeration.

B. More complex graphs with two crossing
links

The above theory can be generalized to treat more com-
plex graphs that contain multiple noncrossing links in addi-
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tion to two crossing links; see Fig. 4sad for an example. The
noncrossing links bear either nested or unrelated relation-
ships with the crossing links. Since a cluster of the nested
and unrelated links forms a secondary structure, the type of
graphs in Fig. 4sad can be regarded asstertiaryd crossing-
linked secondary structures.

We use the graph in Fig. 4sbd to illustrate the theory. The
difference between the graph/conformation in Figs. 4sbd and
1 comes from the additional loopA1 attached to loopA0 in
Fig. 4sbd. We treat the composite loopA0+A1 as an effective
loop A. The effective “free loop segment”FA for “loop A” is
the chain segment from monomer 2 to monomerj −1, and
the free loop segmentFB for loop B is from monomeri +1 to

monomerN−2. The interface is from monomerj to mono-
mer i of length l int= i − j , and the enlarged interface is shown
as the thick lines in Fig. 4sbd.

We again use Eqs.s2d ands5d to treat the graph. The key
is how to computeV fsfA,I d s5 the number of conformations
for FA for a given conformationI of the enlarged interfaced.
To account for the conformational constraint imposed by the
additional pairsk,md and the excluded volume interactions
betweenA0 andA1, we classify four types of conformations
for the contactsk,md in a two-dimensional lattice12 fsee Fig.
4scdg. For a givenmth sm=1,2,3,4d type conformation of
the sk,md contact, we useSA1

smd to denote the number of con-

formations for loopA1, and usev f
smdsyint , l int , fA0

d=v f
smdsyj

FIG. 3. sad and sbd A simple graph with two crossing
links is used to illustrate the method of calculation of
values of functionv fsyint , l int , fd ssee Table Id and how
to obtain the total number of conformations for the
given graphsTable IId. scd To test our method, the set of
graphs with variable position of the second contact has
been chosen and the number of corresponding confor-
mations as a function ofx plotted. The approximation
sdashed lined has been found to be in a good agreement
with exact enumerationssolid lined.

TABLE I. Values ofv fsyint , l int , fd are shown for short interfaces and free loop segments.yint varies fromsl int−1d to −sl int−2d. Free segments with evensoddd
f can close only interfaces with oddsevend number of bonds.

l int yint f =1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00

2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 0.00 0.50 1.00 2.50 6.25

3 2 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 0.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 9.00
0 0.00 0.50 2.00 6.25 17.75

−1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 7.50

4 3 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.50 1.00
2 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.60 1.60
1 0.00 0.00 0.50 2.75 8.50
0 0.00 0.00 0.50 3.50 13.50

−1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
−2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
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−yi , i − j ,k+ j −m−2d to denote the number of conformations
for the free loop segmentFA0

which consists of the chain
segment 2→k, the contactsk,md, and the chain segmentm
→ j −1. FA0

has chain length offA0
=k+ j −m−2.

The sum over the four types of thesk,md contact con-
formations givesV fsfA,I d:

V fsfA,I d = o
m=1

4

o
n=1

4

v f
smdsyj − yi,i − j ,k + j − m− 2dYmnSA1

snd,

s9d

whereYmn=1 and 0 for a viable and nonviable connection
between a typem and a typen conformation, respectively.12

For example,Y12=1, Y24=0. Furthermore, through exact
computer enumeration forv f

smd’s, we find that in a two-
dimensional lattice

asmd =
v f

smdsyint,l int, fA0
d

v fsyint,l int, fA0
d

. 0,0.15,0.15,0.18

for m = 1,2,3,4, respectively.

Here we assume that the total length of loopA0 is longer
than 4.

Combining the above results, we obtain the following
simplified expression forV fsfA,I d:

V fsfA,I d = v fsyint,l int, fA0
do

m=1

4

o
n=1

4

asmdYmnSA1

snd. s10d

For FB, from Eq.s4d, we haveV fsfB,I d=v fsyint , l int , fBd.
With the above results forV fsfA,I d andV fsfB,I d we obtain
the conformational countV from Eq. s2d for the graph.

TABLE II. The illustrative calculations of the number of conformations of the chain with two crossing links
shown in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd. The pretabulated values ofv fsyint , l int , fd have been used. The resulting value
s45.12d is found to be in a good agreement with the exact conformational countV=49.

I yint
sAd yint

sBd v fsyint
sAd ,4 ,5d v fsyint

sBd ,4 ,9d Product

1 3 −1 0.0 1.0 0.0
2 3 −1 0.0 1.0 0.0
3 2 −2 0.2 1.0 0.2
4 2 −2 0.2 1.0 0.2
5 2 −2 0.2 1.0 0.2
6 2 −2 0.2 1.0 0.2
7 2 2 0.2 1.6 0.32
8 1 1 0.5 8.5 4.25
9 1 1 0.5 8.5 4.25
10 1 1 0.5 8.5 4.25
11 1 1 0.5 8.5 4.25
12 0 0 0.5 13.5 6.75
13 0 0 0.5 13.5 6.75
14 0 0 0.5 13.5 6.75
15 0 0 0.5 13.5 6.75
16 −1 3 0.0 1.0 0.0
17 −1 3 0.0 1.0 0.0
18 −2 2 0.0 1.6 0.0
19 −2 2 0.0 1.6 0.0
20 −2 2 0.0 1.6 0.0
21 −2 2 0.0 1.6 0.0

Sum=45.12

FIG. 4. sad Two crossing-linked secondary structures. The number of con-
formations of each secondary structure can be computed from the previously
developed matrix methodsRefs. 12 and 13d to obtainSA1

snd in Eq. s9d. sbd To
demonstrate the method, the simplest representative of the secondary struc-
ture, loopA1, has been attached to the loopA0. scd The four types of two-
dimensional lattice conformations for a contactsk,md.
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We can further generalize the above method to treat
more complex crossing-linked secondary structures, for ex-
ample, the graph and structure shown in Fig. 4sad, where
RNA secondary structures are brought into contact through
the crossing-linked loopsA0 and B0. For such complex
graphs, we need to replace theSA1

snd vector in Eq.s10d for the
loop A1 by the corresponding vector for the complex second-
ary structure attached toA0. The computation of such vector
for an arbitrary secondary structure is quite straightforward
with the previously developed matrix method12 by replacing
SA1

snd with a product of matrices for the secondary structural
units.

If loop B0 also has a complex secondary structure at-
tached, similar to Eq.s10d, we have

V fsfB,I d = v fsyint,l int, fBdo
m=1

4

o
n=1

4

asmdYmnSA1

snd, s11d

whereSA1

snd is for the secondary structure attached toB0. With
Eqs. s10d–s12d, we can compute the number of conforma-
tions for any crossing-linked arbitrary secondary structures.

C. Graphs with multiple crossing links in series

We can apply the above approach to treat graphs with a
series of crossing links; see Fig. 5sad. We useVn, v2snd, and
v1snd sn=1,2, . . .d to denote the number of conformations
for the graph in Figs. 5sbd swith n crossing linksd, 5scd and
5sdd, respectively. Using the following approximation:

Vn+1

Vn
.

v2snd
v1snd

, s12d

we have

Vn . V2p
r=2

n−1
v2srd
v1srd

. s13d

As shown in Fig. 5sed, test against exact computer enumera-
tion in two-dimensional lattice model shows that Eq.s5d can
give a good estimation forVn.

IV. GRAPHS WITH MULTIPLE CROSSING LINKS

A. Graphs with a tertiary contact added to a set
of nested contacts

In this section we treat graphs which contain, as shown
in Fig. 6sad, a tertiary contacts j ,N−1d that crosses two
nested linkss1,id andsm,kd. In contrast to the graph in Fig.
1, an additional contact is established between monomersm
andk in Fig. 6sad, resulting in two nested loopsA1 andA2.

To account for the conformational constraint arising
from the contactsk,md, we include the conformation of the
sk,md contact in the enlarged interfaceI ; see the thick lines
in Fig. 6sad. Correspondingly, we define the free loop seg-
mentsFA1

, FA2
, andFB as the chain segments from monomer

2 to monomerm−1, from m+1 to j −1, and fromi +1 to N
−2, respectively. The sum over all the possible conforma-
tions of I gives the number of conformations for the graph:

V = o
I

V fsfA1
,I dV fsfA2

,I dV fsfB,I d, s14d

whereV fsfA1
,I d, V fsfA2

,I d, andV fsfB,I d are the numbers of
conformations of the respective free loop segments, and can
be given by thev f function defined in Eq.s4d and tabulated
in Table I:

V fsfA1
,I d = v fsyint

sA1d,l int
sA1d, fA1

d = v fsyk − yi,i − k,m− 3d,

s15d

V fsfA2
,I d = v fsyint

sA2d,l int
sA2d, fA2

d

= v fsyj − yk,k − j , j − m− 2d, s16d

V fsfB,I d = v fsyint
sBd,l int

sBd, fBd = v fsyi − yj,i − j ,N − i − 3d.

s17d

Using the above three equations, for a given enlarge interface
conformation I , we can obtainV fsfA1

,I d, V fsfA2
,I d, and

V fsfB,I d from Table I. Figure 6sbd shows that the method for
the calculations ofV is reliable as tested against the exact
computer enumeration.

FIG. 5. sad Multiple crossing links in series, the graph
and the conformation. The conformational count for
graph in sbd with n crossing links can be computed
using conformational counts for subgraphsscd and sdd.
sed Test against exact computer enumerationsfilled
circlesd shows that the theorysempty circlesd gives the
good estimation of the number of conformations for
graphs with crossing links in series.
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We can generalize the above approach to treat graphs
with more crossing links; see Fig. 7sad. Similar to Eq.s14d,
we have

V = o
I
Sp

r=1

n

V fsfAr
,I dDV fsfB,I d, s18d

whereI is the conformation of the enlarged interfacefshown
as thick lines in Fig. 7sadg, andV fsfAr

,I d sr =1,2, . . . ,nd and
V fsfB,I d are the numbers of conformations of the free loop

segments in loopsAr and B fsee Fig. 7sadg. Using Eqs.
s15d–s23d, for each givenI , we can calculateV fsfAr

,I d sr
=1,2, . . . ,nd andV fsfB,I d in terms of thev f function tabu-
lated in Table I.

B. Graphs with a tertiary contact added to a
secondary structure

Using Eqs.s19d and s20d, we can treat more complex
graphs with complex secondary structures attached to loops

FIG. 6. sad The conformation with
three crossing links and the corre-
sponding graph. The additional contact
is established between monomer of
free loop segmentm and an interfacial
monomerk. The thick lines denote the
enlarged interfaceI . sbd The test of the
theorysdashed lined against exact enu-
meration ssolid lined using the graph
with variable position of the middle
contact.

FIG. 7. The method can be generalized to treat graphs
with more crossing linkssad and two crossing sets of
nested linkssbd. The enlarged interfaces are shown with
thick lines.
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Ar sr =1,2,¯ ,nd and B in Fig. 7sad. To account for the
conformations of the secondary structures attached to the
loops, we use Eq.s10d to calculateV fsfAr

,I d andV fsfB,I d in
Eq. s18d:

V fsfAr
,I d = v fsyint

sArd,l int
sArd, fAr

do
m=1

4

o
n=1

4

asmdYmnSAr

snd, s19d

V fsl,Bd = v fsyint
sBd,l int

sBd, fBdo
m=1

4

o
n=1

4

asmdYmnSB
snd, s20d

where SAr

snd and SB
snd are the conformational counts for the

secondary structures attached toAr and to B, respectively.
Substituting the above results forV fsfAr

,I d and V fsfB,I d in
Eq. s18d yields the number of conformationsV for the graph.

C. Multiple crossing links between nested
contacts

The graph in Fig. 7sbd consists of two crossing-linked
sets of nested links. The enlarged interfaceI is shown as
thick lines in Fig. 7sbd. The sum over all the possible con-
formations for the enlarged interface gives the number of
conformations for the graph:

V = o
I

p
r=1

n

V fsfAr
,I dp

s=1

n8

V fsBs,I d, s21d

whereFAr
andFBs

are the free loop segments from monomer
mr−1+1 to monomermr −1 in loop Ar and from monomer
ms−18 +1 to monomerms8−1 in loop Bs, respectively. Here
monomers 1,i , j ,N−1 are regarded asm0,k0,kn8 ,mn8, respec-
tively. V fsfAr

,I d andV fsBs,I d are the numbers of conforma-
tions of FAr

andFBs
, which can be obtained through thev f

function, as shown in Eqs.s15d, s16d, ands23d:

V fsfAr
,I d = v fsyint

sArd,l int
sArd, fAr

d, s22d

V fsBs,I d = v fsyint
sBsd,l int

sBsd, fBs
d, s23d

where yint
sArd is the y component of the end-end vectorkr−1

→kr for the interface from monomerkr−1 to monomerkr,
l int
sArd=kr−1−kr is the chain length of the interface, andfAr

=mr −mr−1−2 is the chain length ofFAr
; and yint

sBsd is the y
component of the end-end vectorks8→ks−18 for the interface
from monomerks−18 to monomerks8, l int

sBsd=ks−18 − ls8 is the chain
length of the interface, andfBs

=ms8−ms−18 −2 is the chain
length ofFBs

.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATION FOR THE
PARTITION FUNCTION

The partition function is defined in Eq.s1d as a sum over
all the possible graphs. Therefore, the first step toward its
calculation is to enumerate graphs. We will enumerate all the
graphs involving up to four crossing links formed by a ter-
tiary contact. We assign the interaction energy −e2 for each
secondary contact and −e3 for each tertiary contact.e3 can be
different frome2. The energy of a graph is equal to −e2 fthe
number of secondary contactsg −e3 fthe number of tertiary

contactsg. Though the present theory can treat the sequence
dependence of the chain, for the purpose of an illustrative
calculation, here we do not take into account the sequence
and temperature dependence ofe2 and e3. Effectively, we
consider a homopolymer. To simplify the calculation, we
consider relatively short chains of less than 35 monomers
snucleotidesd. For longer chains, we need to include more
complex graphs with more tertiary contacts and crossing
links.

A. Secondary and tertiary structure elements

We can classify the crossing-linked graphs into three
groups according to the number of the crossing linksstwo,
three, and fourd; see Fig. 8sad for representative examples for
each group of the graphs. For a given chain length, we ex-
haustively enumerate all the possible arrangements of the
crossing links and shuffle secondary links around all possible
positions on the graph so that the total number of links do
not exceed four. For each generated graph, we compute the
number of accessible chain conformationsV. Figure 8sbd
shows the total number ofstwo-dimensional latticed confor-
mations for each group of the graphs for different chain
lengths. Also plotted in this figure is the result from the exact
computer enumeration. We find good agreement between the
two sets of results, especially for two- and three-crossing
links graphs, the theory and the computer enumeration give
nearly identical results.

The graphs so far considered do not contain tails, and we
call them the structure elements. Chains which are not longer
than 35 nucleotides and have up to four contacts can fold
into a larger number of different secondary and tertiary struc-
ture elements. A secondary structure from monomera to
monomerb is an element if an outermost contactsa+1,b
−1d is formed. For a chain segment between monomersa
andb, we enumerate all the possible tertiary and secondary
elements. For each tertiary element, we use the theory devel-
oped above to compute the number of chain conformations
and to calculate the energy in terms of −e2 and −e3. From Eq.
s1d, the sum over all the possible elements gives the “ele-
ment” partition function for the segment betweena and b.
For a homopolymer with givene2 and e3, such partition
function is a function of the lengthl =b−a only. So we de-
note the element partition function asQ0sld.

B. Graphs consisting of one or more structure
elements and single-stranded segments

To obtain the full partition function of the chain, we need
to add the contributions from the tails. For a given chain
lengthL, the graph generally can contain multiple tertiary or
secondary structure elements and the tails. To calculate the
number of conformations for such structures, one can,
roughly speaking, multiply the numbers of conformations of
each element and of each single-stranded segment.

Graphs with a single secondary or tertiary structure el-
ement. The partition function of onestertiary or secondaryd
structure element with tails is given byQ0sldvtst1dvtst2d,
where vtstid is the number of conformations of the tail of
lengthti ssee Table IIId. In fact, the number of tail conforma-
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tions depends mainly on the total length of tailst= t1+ t2, and
as an approximation, we havevtst1dvtst2d.vtst−1d. For a
given total chain lengthL, there aret−1=L− l +1 possible
positions for a single structure element of chain lengthl.
Therefore, the total partition function for all such graphs is

Q1 . Q0sldvtsL − l + 1dsL − l + 1d. s24d

Graphs with two structure elements. In this case, the
chain has three single-stranded segments, each with chain
length denoted byt1, t2, andt3. The total length of the single-
stranded segments can be determined from the total chain
length L and lengthsl1, l2 of each structure element:t= t1
+ t2+ t3=L− l1− l2+4, and the partition function can be ap-
proximated byQ0sl1dQ0sl2dvtsL− l1− l2+1d. The number of
graphs containing two such elements and single-stranded

segments of total lengtht can be found from the following
considerations. t1 can have t−2 possible values: t1
=1,2, . . . ,st−2d, t2 can be chosen fromst− t1−1d possible
values, andt3= t− t1− t2. Therefore, the number of graphs for
given l1 andl2 is oi=2

t−1st− id=st−2dst−1d /2, and the sum over
all such graphs gives the partition function for graphs with
two structure elements:

Q2 . 1
2sL − l1 − l2 + 2dsL − l1 − l2 + 3dQ0sl1d

3Q0sl2dvtsL − l1 − l2 + 1d. s25d

Graphs with three structure elements. The maximum
number of structures in sequence which is allowed by restric-
tion imposed on the total chain length is three. We estimated
the corresponding partition function by

FIG. 8. sad The three groups of the
graphs swith two, three, and four
crossing linksd and their representative
conformations. The tertiary contact is
shown in bold. The structures pre-
sented are called tertiary structure ele-
ments because they do not contain
tails. sbd The total number of confor-
mations of each group as a function of
the chain lengthl. The total number of
contacts is restricted to be less than or
equal to four. The results of approxi-
mate and exact calculations are not
distinguishable for two and three
crossing linked graphs. For the case of
four crossing links, squares corre-
spond to exact calculations, and
crosses represent results from our
theory.

TABLE III. The number of tail conformationsvt as a function of the tail lengtht calculated by exact computer enumeration on two-dimensional lattice.

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

vt 1 2 4 9 21 50 118 281 666 1 584
t 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
vt 3743 8877 20 934 49 522 116 579 275 205 646 909 1 524 458 3 579 101 8 418 185
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Q3 . Q0sl1dQ0sl2dQ0sl3dvtsL − l1 − l2 − l3 + 1d

3 o
i=1

L−l1−l2−l3+3

isi + 1d/2, s26d

where the coefficientoi=1
L−l1−l2−l3+3isi +1d /2 is the number of

possible setsst1,t2,t3,t4d obtained from considerations simi-
lar to those described above.

C. Density of states and partition function

To compute the density of statesgsEd s5 the total num-
ber of all the conformations that have energyEd for the chain
of the given length, we consider all the secondary and ter-
tiary structure elements along with the tails, such that the
total chain length is fixed and the total number of contacts
does not exceed four. The result for a 32-mer homopolymer
is shown in Fig. 9 for three different values ofse2,e3d.

From gsEd, we can compute the partition function as a
sum over possible energy values:

QsTd = o
E

gsEde−E/kBT. s27d

From the partition functionQsTd, we can compute the heat
capacityCsTd=] /]TfkBT2s] /]Tdln Qg. The temperature de-
pendence of the heat capacitysthe melting curved for a 30
mer homopolymer ande2=e3=e shows a single transition at
the melting temperaturekBTm/e=0.22. The energy depen-
dence of the microcanonical ensemble free energyFsEd
=E−kBT ln gsEd for different temperatures is plotted in Fig.
10. In order to separate conformations with and without ter-
tiary interactions, we show them as separate points shifted
along thex axis by 0, 0.1, and 0.2 for conformations with
zero, one, and two tertiary contactssd. For example, forE=
−4e, we have three sets of points, corresponding to confor-
mations that havesfour secondary contactsd, sthree secondary
and one tertiary contactsd, and stwo secondary and two ter-
tiary contactsd, respectively; see Fig. 10. We define a contact
as a secondary structural contact if it is part of a secondary

FIG. 9. The density of states of a 32-mer homopolymer
calculated forse2,e3d=se ,ed for line s1d, se ,2ed for line
s2d, s2e ,ed for line s3d.

FIG. 10. The free energy as a function
of the energy for differentkBT and e2

=e3=e. Since the energies of second-
ary and tertiary contacts are taken to
be equal, the secondary and tertiary
conformations would be indistinguish-
able in the plot. To separate them, the
free energies of conformations with
one and two tertiary contactssd are
shown by points shifted by 0.1 and 0.2
to the right along thex axis, respec-
tively. The points on the graph are
markedsi , jd, wherei is the number of
secondary contacts andj is the number
of tertiary contacts. For each point, a
representative conformation is shown.
For example, statess3,0d and s2,1d
have the same energy 3e, but with 0
and 1 tertiary contact, respectively.
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structures5 set of nested or unrelated contactsd, and a ter-
tiary contact if breaking it would cause the crossing-linked
stertiaryd conformation become a secondary structure. For
some simple conformations, the distinction between second-
ary and tertiary contacts is not unambiguous. For example, in
the conformations markeds1, 1d in Fig. 10, both contacts can
be either secondary or tertiary. The free energy plot reveals
that the most stable state at low temperature, i.e., the lowest
energy state, is the one with three secondary structural con-
tacts and one tertiary contactfs3,1d in Fig. 10g. The unfold-
ing transition from this “native” state to an ensemble of un-
folded and partially unfolded states occurs aroundTm when
they have about the equal free energies.

VI. INTERPLAY BETWEEN SECONDARY AND
TERTIARY INTERACTIONS

In order to study the interplay between the secondary
and tertiary contact energies, we fix the secondary energy
parametere2=4e and change the energy of the tertiary con-
tacte3. The native structure and the melting temperature will
obviously change with the changing ofe3. Figure 11 shows
the free energy landscapesF as a function ofE ande3 for a
30-mer chain at different temperatures. We find that at low
temperatureT, independent of the tertiary energy parameter
e3ø15e, the native statesminimum free energyd is always
the state with the lowest energyE. As the temperature is
increased, there exists a critical tertiary energy parametere3

*

such that the minimum free energy state is the highestE
unfolded state fore3,e3

* and shifts to a lowE state fore3

.e3
* . As the tertiary interaction is strengthened, the folding-

unfolding melting temperatureTmse3d would increase. So for
a given temperatureT, there exists a criticale3

* determined
from T=Tmse3

*d. Fore3,e3
* , Tmse3d,T, so the chain is in the

unfolded state, and fore3.e3
* , Tmse3d.T, so the chain is in

the folded state.
For a given set of these2,e3d parameter, we can calculate

the heat capacity melting curve from the partition function.
From the melting curve, we can identify the temperatures at
which the conformational transitions occur. From the transi-
tion temperatures, we divide the temperature range into sev-
eral pretransition and posttransition regimes. In each regime,
we find the most stable state. By performing the analysis for
the melting curves and the free energy landscapes for differ-
ent se2,e3d parameter sets, we are able to obtain the phase

diagram for different parameterssT,e3d sFig. 12d. The chain
has different stable structures in differentsT,e3d regions. The
stable state in the phase diagram is marked withsn,md for
structures withn secondary andm tertiary contacts. The en-
ergy of the corresponding structure isne2+me3.

From the phase diagram, we find in the region wheree3

is comparable withe2, the chain undergoes multiple transi-
tions in the melting process. Overall speaking, the melting is
less cooperative due to the interplay between the secondary
and tertiary interactions whene3 is comparable withe2, and
more cooperative whene3@e2 or e3!e2. In thee3!e2 limit,
the melting involves the secondary structural changes only,
such as s4,0d→ s3,0d→ s2,0d→ s1,0d→ s0,0d for e3=1,
here sm,nd denotes states withm secondary andn tertiary
contacts. In thee3@e2 limit, the melting transitions mainly
involve the breaking of the tertiary contactsfe.g., s2,2d
→ s1,1d→ s0,0d for e3=14g. In the intermediate range ofe3,
the melting transitions involve the change of either the sec-
ondary or the tertiary structural contactsfe.g., s3,1d
→ s2,1d→ s1,1d→ s1,0d→ s0,0d for e3=7g.

VII. SUMMARY

In the present study, we have established a statistical
mechanical machinery for simple RNA tertiary contacts to
treat the nonadditive chain entropy and the partition function,
from which the thermodynamic properties can be predicted.
The method that we have developed enables the calculation
for the number of chain conformations and the partition
function of the RNA-like molecules with simple tertiary in-
teractions. The key idea of the method is to use the intrachain
contacts to subdivide the conformation into different loops,
and to assume that the excluded volume interferences be-
tween the loops predominantly come from the excluded vol-
ume of the monomers near the interfaces between the loops.
The method has been shown to give accurate results for two-
dimensional lattice test systems. Several simple types of ter-
tiary folds are considered in the present work. These types of
tertiary folds represent a large class of RNA tertiary struc-
tures. Applications to an illustrative simple model suggest
that the interplay between the secondary and tertiary interac-
tions can cause rugged free energy landscape and noncoop-
erative melting transitions. Moreover, the generality of the
above basic idea for the method suggests that the method
may be extended to treat more complex tertiary topologies

FIG. 11. The free energy landscape at
temperatures kBT/e=0.4 sad and
kBT/e=1.8 sbd for a 30-mer ho-
mopolymer with e2=4e and 0øe3

ø15e.
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that involve multiple crossing-linked tertiary contacts. In ad-
dition, the method is developed based on the graphic repre-
sentation of the structure and is thus general in terms of
chain representation. The method can be implemented in
more realistic off-lattice chain representations. Tertiary struc-
ture thermal stability is strongly dependent on the ionic so-
lution condition. The electrostatic effect is not the focus here.
But the model developed here would provide a more com-
plete statistical mechanical framework for the modeling of
the electrostatic interactions.
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